We study two-legged spin-1 ladder systems with D2 ×σ symmetry group, where D2 is discrete spin rotational symmetry and σ means interchain reflection symmetry. The system has one trivial phase and seven nontrivial symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases. We construct Hamiltonians to realize all of these SPT phases and study the phase transitions between them. Our numerical results show that there are no direct continuous transition between any two SPT phases as long as the symmetry group is discrete. We interpret our result via topological nonlinear sigma model effective field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases are formed by gapped short-range-entangled quantum states that do not break any symmetry.
1 Contrary to trivial symmetric states, a nontrivial SPT state cannot be transformed into direct product state (or Slater determinant state for fermions) of local atomic basis via symmetric local unitary transformations. Nontrivial SPT states are characterized by their gapless or degenerate edge states at open boundaries. When the symmetry is explicitly broken by perturbations, the nontrivial SPT phases can be adiabatically connected to the trivial phase and the boundary can be gapped out. The Haldane phase 2 in spin-1 chain is a one-dimensional (1D) bosonic SPT phase protected by D 2 spin rotation symmetry, or time-reversal symmetry, or spatial inversion symmetry.
3,4 1D bosonic SPT phases with onsite symmetry are classified by the projective representations of the symmetry group. [5] [6] [7] In higher dimensions, bosonic SPT phases are classified by group cohomology theory, 8 which is consistent with the continuous nonlinear sigma models 9 or Chern-Simons theory (in two dimensions) 10 . According to the classification theory, new 1D SPT phases other than the Haldane phase have been constructed in spin chain/ladder models. [11] [12] [13] It was also shown that different SPT phases can be distinguished by different responses of their edge states to external symmetry breaking fields. In 2D, the boundary of a nontrivial SPT phase is either gapless or symmetry breaking. 14, 15 Nontrivial 2D SPT phases, such as integer bose/spin quantum Hall phases [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and bosonic topological insulators, 23, 24 have been realized. Important progress has also been made in classification and realization of SPT phases in three-or higher dimensions. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] In the present work, we will study the model realization of 1D SPT phases in spin-1 ladder systems and the phase transitions between these phases. The symmetry group we are considering is an Abelian discrete group D 2 × σ. Here the D 2 subgroup is a discrete spin rotation symmetry D 2 = {E, R x , R y , R z } and σ = {E, P } is the inter-chain exchange symmetry, where E is the identity operation, R x (R y , R z ) is a spin-rotation of angle π along x(y, z) direction, and P is interchain reflection. Since H 2 (D 2 × σ, U (1)) = Z 3 2 , there are eight classes of projective representations, one is trivial and the others are nontrivial. Consequently there are seven distinct nontrivial SPT phases. The three root SPT phases according to the Z 3 2 classification are called t x , t y , t z , respectively, and all the other phases t xy = t x × t y , t xz = t x × t z , t yz = t y ×t z , t 0 = t x ×t y ×t z , I = t x ×t x = t y ×t y = t z ×t z can be generated by stacking two or more of the root phases (where the t 0 phase is the usual Haldane phase and I is the trivial phase). Four of the nontrivial SPT phases, i .e., t 0 , t x , t y , t z have been constructed in spin-1 2 ladder systems. 13 However, due to a limited Hilbert space, the other three nontrivial phases cannot be realized with spin-1 2 ladders. Here we realize all the eight SPT phases in spin-1 ladder models.
The phase transition between different SPT phases is an important issue. It is known that in spin-1 chain there is a second order phase transition between the Haldane phase and the trivial phase if the Hamiltonian has a continuous symmetry. 30 On the other hand, if the symmetry group is discrete, only first order phase transitions between different SPT phases was observed in literature.
1,3,11 Here we study the transitions between SPT phases and conclude that a direct continuous transition between two SPT phases can never take place if the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is discrete.
A typical phase diagram of our model is shown in Fig. 1 , where θ, φ are the parameters of the Hamiltonian [see Eq. and there are four SPT phases, one is trivial and the other three are nontrivial. Any two of these SPT phases are separated by at least one symmetry breaking phase. Direct phase transitions must be first order except that the symmetry group is enhanced to a continuous one. Our study will shed light on phase transitions between SPT phases with different symmetry groups and in higher dimensions.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the linear and projective representations of the symmetry group D 2 × σ, and give the active operators for each SPT phase. Further, we provide the Hamiltonian for each SPT phase. In Sec. III, we study the phase transitions between different SPT phases, and some of the results are explained in Sec. IV through nonlinear sigma model effective field theory. Sec. V is devoted to the conclusion.
II. PARENT HAMILTONIAN FOR EACH SPT PHASE
Here we consider S = 1 spin ladders respecting D 2 × σ symmetry. The discrete Abelian group D 2 × σ has eight one dimensional linear representations (see Table I of Appendix A). The two S = 1 spins on each rung span a Hilbert space 1 ⊗ 1 = 0 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2. The bases with total spin 0 and 2 are symmetric under P , they respect A g , B 1g , B 2g , B 3g representations under group operation. The bases with total spin S t = 1 are antisymmetric under P and respect B 1u , B 2u , B 3u representations under the group operation .
D 2 × σ has eight classes of projective representations, 11 the trivial projective representation is one dimensional, and the other seven nontrivial ones are two dimensional, as shown in Table II of Appendix A. The projective representations correspond to the edge spins of the SPT phases. Due to their different edge states, these SPT phases can be completely distinguished by their different active operators, namely, by their different response to various external probing fields. 11, 13 In the following, we give the Hamiltonians of these SPT phases (the details of calculation are given in Appendix B). It has been shown in Ref. 13 that the t x , t y , t z phases can be obtained from the t 0 phase via onsite unitary transformations (which do not commute with the symmetry group) since their Hamiltonians and active operators can be transformed into each other by these unitary transformations. However, the remaining three SPT phases t xy , t xz , t yz can not be obtained by onsite unitary transformations from the Haldane phase t 0 . In this sense, these three phases are more exotic comparing to the t x , t y , t z phases. If we collect the phases related by onsite unitary transformations into the same set, then the seven nontrivial SPT phases are separated into two disconnected sets, as shown in Fig.2 . In the following discussion, we denote U 1 (θ, m) as a rotation of angle θ along m-direction for the spins on one leg, and denote U (θ, m) as a spin rotation on both legs. 
FIG. 2. Schematic figure for spin-1 ladder system and the relations between nontrivial SPT phases. In (b), the U1(π) rotation only acts on one chain, while in (c) the U (
) operation acts on both chains.
A. Hamiltonian for the trivial phase
The trivial phase can be simply realized by two coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains. The Hamiltonian is given as
where τ = 1, 2 labels the two legs, J 1 > 0 is the intra-chain coupling and J 2 is the inter-chain coupling.
Above model has SO(3) × σ symmetry. If J 2 > 0, the system has no edge states; when J 2 < 0, the system has spin-1 edge states. In both cases, the ground state is a trivial SPT state. 31, 32 If the symmetry breaks down to D 2 × σ by adding some anisotropic interactions, then generally there are no edge states no matter the inter-chain coupling is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic.
B. Hamiltonians for the t0, tx, ty, tz phases
The t 0 phase is the analog of the Haldane phase of spin-1 antiferromagnetic chain since they both have 2-fold degenerate edge states and their edge states respond to external magnetic field in the same way. The Hamiltonian for t 0 phase contains two parts,
where H 0 i,i+1 represents rung-rung coupling between rungs i, i + 1 and H 0 i represents intra-rung coupling,
with τ = 1, 2 andτ = 3 − τ label the two legs of the ladder.
3 , β 2 = 1, above Hamiltonian H 0 is frustration free and its exactly solvable ground state has spin-1/2 edge states. The J 1 term represents the diagonal interaction and can adiabatically reduced to 0 without phase transition. Again, above model has an enlarged SO(3) × σ symmetry which can be broken down to Z 2 × σ by introducing anisotropic interactions. The Hamiltonian H x (H y , H z ) of the t x (t y , t z ) phase can be obtained from H 0 by spin rotation of π angle along x(y, z) direction for the spins on one of the chains. H x also contains two parts,
,
with S m τ,i (here m = x, y, z) being the spin-1 operators at the τ th chain and ith rung. Similarly, we can obtain the Hamiltonians for t y and t z phases.
C. Hamiltonians for the txy, txz, tyz phases
The Hamiltonians for t xy , t xz , t yz phases cannot be obtained by simple onsite unitary transformation of H 0 . However, the Hamiltonians and the active operators of these three phases can be transformed into each other by onsite unitary transformations (see Fig. 2 ). For each phase, one exactly solvable Hamiltonian was constructed (see appendix for detail). For example, the Hamiltonian for the t xz phase is given by This Hamiltonian (5) has an enlarged symmetry. For instance, the Z 2 subgroup generated by R y becomes a Z 4 group with the generator U ( π 2 , y). (5) is also invariant under the continuous transformations U (1) × U (1), where the first U (1) is generated by i (S
2 . The Hamiltonians of t xy and t yz phases can be obtained from on-site unitary transformations shown in Fig. 2 and will not be shown here. Contrary to the t 0 (t x , t y , t z ) phase, the Hamiltonian for the t xz (t xy , t yz ) phase can not be adiabatically simplified into two-body interactions. That is to say, the three-body and four-body interactions are important to realize the t xz (t xy , t yz ) SPT phase.
III. PHASE TRANSITIONS BETWEEN SPT PHASES
In the previous section we give the Hamiltonians of the SPT phases. Here we study possible phase transitions between different SPT phases. To this end, we first consider Hamiltonian H(θ, φ) = cosθH xz + sinθ(cosφH 0 + sinφH y ) (6) which connect t xz , t 0 , t y phases through parameters θ, φ. This model has three nontrivial SPT phases and the phase diagram can give a rough picture of phase transitions between SPT phases. The calculation is carried out using infinite timeevolving block decimation (iTEBD) method 33 with virtual dimension D = 40 (and the same below).
The 2D phase diagram for Hamiltonian (6) is shown in Fig.3 . Three nontrivial SPT phases t xz , t 0 , t y manifest them- selves in Fig.3(a) , which are characterized by vanishing of entanglement spectrum gap and no magnetic orders. A trivial SPT phase locates near the center of the phase diagram, which has a large entanglement spectrum gap but no magnetic orders. The wave function for this trivial SPT phase can be adiabatically connected to a direct product state
which is the eigenstate of S y+ i = S y 1,i + S y 2,i with the eigenvalue 0. All the phase transitions seem to be second order owning to the large entanglement entropy [see Fig.3(b) ].
In above phase diagram (also see Fig. 1 ), the SPT phases are separated by several symmetry breaking phases and never touch with each other. That is to say, direct phase transitions DO NOT take place between any two SPT phases. The symmetry breaking phases have either S y± or S z± order, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d). 34 To see generally if there exist direct phase transitions between any two of the SPT phases, we connect the Hamiltonians H a , H b of two SPT phases t a , t b via a single parameter,
and study the corresponding phase diagram. It turns out that two SPT phases may be separated by: (A) a direct first order phase transition; (B) a trivial phase; (C) a symmetry breaking phase; (D) a trivial phase and symmetry breaking phases. We will give an example for each case.
A. Direct first order phase transitions
The t xy phase can be changed into t xz phase via a first order phase transition. To see this, we interpolate a Hamiltonian path between H xy and H xz , FIG. 4. Phase diagram with a direct first order phase transition between txy and txz phases. λ = 1 is the point for Hxy, and λ = 0 is for Hxz. The entanglement spectrum gap ∆ρ, ∆ρ = 0 means the entanglement spectrum is doubly degenerate. The SPT phases are characterized by double degeneracy of entanglement spectrum and vanishing of magnetic order. and study its phase diagram. This model has an enlarged global symmetry U (1) × U (1), where the first U (1) is generated by i (S
2 and the second U (1) is generated
The results are shown in Fig.4 . The ground state energy E(λ) and its derivatives are shown in Fig.4(a) . There is a singularity in first order derivative of the energy. Furthermore, no magnetic orders are found and the entanglement spectrum are always two-fold degenerate except the transition point [see Fig.4(b) ]. Above information shows that there are only two SPT phases t xy and t xz , and the phase transition between them is of first order.
Direct first order phase transitions can also be found between t xy and t yz phases, or between t xz and t yz phases, or between any two of t x , t y , t z phases.
B. Phase transition through a trivial phase
Between t 0 and t x phases we didn't find a direct phase transition in the phase diagram of the model
This model has an enlarged (accidental) global U (1) symmetry generated by i S x+ i . It turns out that the two phases t 0 and t x are separated by a trivial SPT phase, as shown in Fig. 5 . The trivial phase can be adiabatically connected to the direct product state
At each rung above state is the eigenstate of S
with the eigenvalue 0.
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The phase diagram in Fig.5 shows that both t 0 and t x phases are narrow regions sandwiched by a trivial phase and a stripe Neel ordered phase with nonvanishing | S x+ i |. If the accidental U (1) symmetry is removed by some perturbations, then an extra symmetry breaking phase will appear to separate the trivial phase and each SPT phase(see Sec.III C). The physical reason behind will be discussed in Sec. IV. 
C. Phase transition through a symmetry breaking phase
In studying the model
we find different symmetry breaking phases separating the trivial SPT phase and t 0 (t xz ) phases as shown in Fig.6 . In Fig.6 , there is a small S z+ order coexist with the S x+ order at the same parameter region with | S with the eigenvalue 0. The phase diagram in Fig. 6 tells us two pieces of information: (1) the non-trivial SPT phases are sandwiched by symmetry breaking phases; (2) two SPT phases (including trivial SPT phase) are separated by a symmetry breaking phase. Now we study another example,
which connect the t x and t xz phases. The phase diagram is very similar to the previous one. As shown in Fig. 7 , the intermediate trivial phase can be adiabatically connected to the direct product state 
indicates that there is a symmetry breaking phase separating the trivial SPT phase and t x (t xz ) phase.
Once again, the phase diagram in Fig. 7 shows that generally two SPT phases are separated by a symmetry breaking phase. Similar results can also be obtained between t x and t y phases, or between t y and t xz phases.
D. Summary of phase transitions between SPT phases
According to the numerical results we obtained, two different SPT phases are separated either by a first order phase transition or by intermediate trivial or/and symmetry breaking phases. Direct second order phase transitions between nontrivial SPT phases are never observed.
Above results are reasonable for discrete symmetry group protected topological phases. Notice that nontrivial SPT phases are disordered by strong quantum fluctuations (also see Sec. IV), and the quantum fluctuations are resultant from competition between different classical orders. Since discrete symmetry can be spontaneously broken in 1D, SPT phases are always sandwiched by symmetry breaking phases if the symmetry is not enhanced. 13 This explains why nontrivial SPT phases are always separated by one or several ordered phase. A direct first order transition between two SPT phases is possible but is not interesting. Our results indicate that generally different nontrivial SPT phases protected by discrete symmetry DO NOT have direct continuous phase transitions. This is an important message of the present paper.
However, if the symmetry group which is broken in the intermediate ordered phase is enhanced to a continuous one, then the intermediate ordered phase will vanish in 1D owning to Mermin-Wigner theorem. 36 In that case, the two SPT phases have direct second order transition. That is to say, the continuous phase transition between different SPT phases (including the trivial SPT phase) is 'protected' by continuous symmetry. This phenomena has been observed in previous numerical studies.
1,3,13,37
IV. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY OF SPT PHASES
In the following we will interpret some results of previous sections from low energy effective field theory. We will start from a single spin-1 chain model, discuss possible phases and phase transitions, then we couple two chains to form ladder models. 38 A. Nonlinear Sigma Model description of a single chain SO(3) symmetry. For a single spin-1 chain Heisenberg model H = i S i · S i+1 , it was shown that the low energy effective field theory is the topological SO(3) nonlinear sigma model (NLSM)
where θ = 2πS with S = 1. Denoting |n n n as the spin-1 coherent state, then we can define Berry connection A µ = n n n|∂ µ |n n n and the Berry curvature F = ∂ τ A x − ∂ x A τ . The θ-term can also be written as S θ = i θ 4π dτ dxF . The dynamic term S d is unimportant since under renormalization group (RG) the coupling constant g flows to infinity. The θ-term is very important, from which we can read off the ground state wave function under periodic boundary condition (here we ignore the dynamic term),
Under open boundary condition (supposing the temporal boundary condition is periodic), the θ-term
effectively behaves like Berry phase terms of spin-1/2 particle living on the each boundary, which explains the existence of spin-1/2 edge states of the Haldane phase.
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O(2) symmetry. Now if we add an anisotropy term i D(S z i ) 2 to the Hamiltonian, then the symmetry of the chain becomes O(2) = U (1) × Z 2 , where U (1) is continuous spin rotation alongẑ-direction and Z 2 is generated by a spin rotation of π alongx-direction. In the low energy effective theory, the dynamic term becomes
In the large D → +∞ limit, the vectors n n n lies in the xy-plain and the integrand of the θ-term vanishes. The resultant ground state wave function is a trivial product state
where |0 is the 0-component of spin-1. With the decreasing of the value of D, the z-component of n n n increases. After a critical point D c the θ-term plays an important role and the system enters the Haldane phase. If we ignore the dynamic term, then the ground state is given by (8) under periodic boundary condition. At the transition point D c , the fluctuation in the θ-term is so strong such that the bulk gap closes.
When D further decrease,ẑ becomes easy axes as D < 0 and at some critical D c the systems form antiferromagnetic order | S z |, which spontaneously breaks the Z 2 symmetry. So the Haldane phase is sandwiched by a trivial phase and a symmetry breaking phase.
Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry. Now we further introduce anisotropy into the Heisenberg interaction, then the dynamic term becomes
and the symmetry of the symmetry reduces into Z 2 × Z 2 . We will see that the Haldane phase is wrapped by three symmetry breaking phases. In the large J x limit, the systems falls in a symmetry breaking phase M x and has an antiferromagnetic order | S x |. In the large negative D limit, the system is in M z phase which contains antiferromagnetic order | S z |. On the other hand, if D is positive but not too large (otherwise the system enters the trivial phase), then the vector n n n favors xy-plane, at the same time if J x < 1, then the vector n n n favors yz-plane. Resultantly within a certain region of D and J x , the system will fall in the M y phase and has antiferromagnetic order | S y |.
The Haldane phase locates near the center of the three ordered phases, where all the three order parameters are fluctuating such that n n n can be pointing to arbitrary directions. Thus the θ-term is non-vanishing and give rise to a SPT phase. In other words, the Haldane phase is a consequence of the competition between the three orders.
Especially, the previous direct transition from the large D trivial phase to the Haldane phase is split into two phase transitions, since there is an intermedia symmetry breaking phase
Owning to the decreasing of the symmetry, the anisotropy terms D and J x suppress the topological θ-term and trigger the symmetry breaking, which prevents the touching between the trivial phase and the Haldane phase except at the high symmetry point J x = 1.
B. Nonlinear Sigma Model description for ladder SPT phases t 0 phase. Now we consider two spin-1 Heisenberg chains coupled with inter-chain interaction
. Now the system has SO(3) symmetry and the effective field theory is given by
where θ = 2π.
In the limit J → ∞, the interchain term behave as a projector such that at each rung n n n 1 and n n n 2 are orthogonal to each other, namely n n n 1 (x, τ ) · n n n 2 (x, τ ) = 0. Under this condition, the topological term is equal to
where m m m = 1 √ 2 (n n n 1 + n n n 2 ) is an unit vector. Notice that θ = √ 2θ = 2 √ 2π is not quantized. However, since 2π < θ < 3π, under RG θ will flow to its a fixed point 2π. [40] [41] [42] As a result, the strongly coupled spin-1 ladder is similar to a single Haldane chain and has spin-1/2 edge states (i.e. the t 0 phase).
Trivial phase. Now suppose J is small such that n n n 1 and n n n 2 are almost independent. Then we can treat the interchain coupling J term as a perturbation. Owning to the θ-term for both n n n 1 and n n n 2 , under open boundary condition, each chain has a spin-1/2 Berry phase term at the end. The interchain coupling −J(n n n 1 × n n n 2 ) 2 ∼ J(n n n 1 · n n n 2 ) 2 will cause antiferromagnetic correlation between the edges states of the two chains, as a result the Berry phase terms tend to cancel each other such that effectively there are no net Berry phase at the boundary(which is equivalent to θ = 0). In other words, the two spin-1/2 edge spins of the two chains form a singlet and finally the system has no edge state. So the system is in a trivial phase.
When increasing J, effectively the θ varies from 0 to 2π (here the θ is the fixed point value after RG flow), so there will be a continuous phase transition (at θ = π) from the trivial phase to the Haldane phase. t x phase. The t x phase differs from the t 0 phase by the interchain coupling. Since the Hamiltonian of the two phases are related by an onsite transformation U 1 (π, x), the effective field theory for the t x phase can be obtained from (9) by replacing n n n 1 withñ n n 1 = (n
T , namely, replacing −J(n n n 1 × n n n 2 ) 2 with −J(ñ n n 1 × n n n 2 ) 2 and keeping the rest part unchanged.
Similar to the previous discussion, it can be shown that the t x phase with largeJ also has two-fold degenerate edge states. On the other hand, smallJ results in a trivial phase (if the system has no translational symmetry, this trivial phase is the same phase with the preceding one). IncreasingJ to a critical value, the system will undergoes a continuous phase transition from the trivial phase to the t x phase.
Phase transitions from t 0 to t x . Above we have illustrate a possible path from the t 0 phase to the t x phase: t 0 → trivial → t x by tuning J to zero then turning onJ. Similar result can be obtained if the interchain coupling is parameterized by λ −[λJ(n n n 1 × n n n 2 ) 2 + (1 − λ)J(ñ n n 1 × n n n 2 ) 2 ]. λ = 0 gives the t x phase and λ = 1 is the t 0 phase. In the intermediate region near λ = 1/2, the interchain coupling behaves like a projection operator locking n n n 1 and n n n 2 into a scalar, so the resultant phase is trivial. Until now the system has a U (1) symmetry, so direct phase transitions take place between the nontrivial SPT phases and the trivial SPT phase. Even though, different nontrivial SPT phases are untouched. If we lower the symmetry by introducing anisotropic Heisenberg interaction, then similar to the discussion for a single chain, even the direct phase transition between nontrivial SPT phase and the trivial phase will be prohibited, and intermediate symmetry breaking phases will occur.
In principle, the effective theory for the t xz , t xy , t yz phases can be obtained from their microscopic Hamiltonians. However, since the interactions contain quadrupole terms and many body interactions, the effective theory are not the same as usual topological NLSMs. We will not discuss about the details here.
In above discussion, the symmetry operations action on the fields n n n 1 , n n n 2 are the same for all SPT phases, as defined by the symmetry group. On the other hand, if we allow the symmetry operations act differently for different SPT phase, then the effective field theory for all the SPT phases can be written in the same form, i.e. the SO(3) topological NLSM. 9 If we discretize space and time, the effective field theory of SPT phases can also be described by topological NLSMs with group cocycles. 8 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have studied SPT phases protected by symmetry group D 2 ×σ. We realized all the SPT phases on spin-1 ladder models and studied the phase transitions between different SPT phases with iTEBD method. We didn't find continuous phase transitions between any two SPT phases. Instead, two SPT phases are separated by either a first order transition or by one (or several) intermediate phases. This results are general for SPT phases with discrete symmetries and can be generalized to higher dimension. We interpreted part of our results via topological nonlinear sigma model effective field theory.
We In this appendix, we give the linear and projective representations of the symmetry group D 2 × σ, as shown in Tab. I and Tab. II, respectively.
Appendix B: constructing the hamiltonian for SPT phase
In this appendix, we show the method by which we obtain the hamiltonian for each SPT phase. The method is closely related to the way for obtaining Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) hamiltonian 43 . Here we follow the method used in Ref. 13 . The procedures contain three steps:(i) construct a matrix product state (MPS) wave function with given edge states which are described by the projective representations; (ii) construct the parent Hamiltonian for the MPS using projection operators; (iii) simplify the parent hamiltonian by adiabatic deformations. The linear representations have been shown in Table I , and the projective representations in Table II . The Hilbert space of the direct product of two projective representations can be reduced to a direct sum of linear representations, which has already been listed in Ref. 11 . In the following, we will illustrate the method using the Hamiltonian of t 0 phase as an example.
For t 0 phase, the edge states can be described by E 5 and E 6 representations. (E 6 is not shown explicitly in Table II . Both E 6 and E 8 can be found in Ref.11.) In an ideal MPS, every rung is represented by a direct product of two projective representations, which can be reduced to four linear representations. Here we choose E 5 ⊗ E 6 with the Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficients:
TABLE I. Linear representation of D2×σ, P is the interchain permutation operator. Notice the notation O ± = O1 ± O2 is a single-rung operator, where O1 is the operator for the first chain and O2 is that for the second chain.
Rz Rx P bases operators Ag 1 1 1 |0, 0 ,|2, 0 , 
where the CG coefficients have been chosen real. From the CG coefficients, we can write an ideal MPS which is invariant (up to a phase) under the symmetry group D 2 × σ:
with A m = e iθm BC m . Here B is the CG coefficient of decomposing the product representation E 5 ⊗ E 6 into onedimensional representation which were chosen to be C Au and e iθm can be absorbed into the spin bases. Thus we have the four bases on each rung:
The orthonormal bases for the MPS state of two neighboring rungs i, i + 1 are:
The parent hamiltonian H 0,ex
, where d = 1, H 3 and H 4 represents three-body and four-body interaction, respectively. When we tune the parameter d from 1 to 0, there is no phase transition, shown in Fig.8 . Further dropping the constant leads to the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2).
The same method can be used for t xz phase, where we choose projective representation E 7 ⊗E 8 as our starting point, , and τ = 1, 2,τ = 3 − τ label the two chains, S mn = S m S n + S n S m (m, n = x, y, z, with m = n).
The active operators have been discussed in Ref. 11 and will not be repeated here.
